
 
Technokool is a Hungarian dj/producer

characterized by her ethereal selection that drives
a journey of emotionally intense dance melodies.

 
Her track selection is fast-paced, trippy, mental
tek-trance with intense psy kicks that stand out

and steer an energetic and mind-bending crowd. 
 

  After releasing singles like 'Silky Razor'‚ 'Don't
Know Yet' and 'Hyena' , she has made a name for

herself in eastern Europe having played at festivals
like Ozora this past year. 

 
Additionally, she runs her event series called
'NoFear‘, which focuses on shedding light on

upcoming artists and local talent in Budapest.  
 

Technokool is dainty, eclectic, and musically
pushing forward-thinking beats.

Book Technokool

TECHNOKOOL
NoFear

Budapest, HU

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/technokool/


TECHNOKOOL

Food

Drinks

 Any style of nice comfortable restaurant. 

 Vegeterian or Pesceterian ONLY

 2 x bottles of still water 

 3 x bottles of energy drink: Powerade or club mate 

NoFear

Budapest, HU

F L I G H T S

  Luggage : 1 x personal item 

 Seating: Random

 Airline: Flexible 

  Departure city: Budapest,

HU

H O T E L

  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

 Airbnb: Yes 

 Bedroom: Double room  

 Preference: Near venue or

 city centre.

 One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 92 or Xone 96

mixer for the own use of the Artist only

 Three (3) Pioneer CDJ-3000 (preffered) or

2000 NXS-2 linked with LAN cable

 One (1) movable input EU socket for 220 volts

(Type F)

 Two (2) high quality monitor speakers placed

left and right of the Artist at shoulder height or

above

 The artist must be able to control the monitor

level from the DJ- mixer (monitors connected to

the DJ- mixer)

 Gear must be complete and in proper

conditions.  Failure to present the required gear

will give the artist the right to NOT perform

 Soundcheck will be required no later than two

hours before the beginning of the event

 Monitor power must be derived from a power

source other than that of the housesystem during

the performance

 Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist. The

artist prefers dim atmosphere with light on mixer

only
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